World Book Advanced

*World Book Advanced* is a powerful reference tool that includes full encyclopedic and multimedia databases supplemented with online books, primary sources, website links, back in time articles, special reports, and more.

---

**In the Headlines**

In the Headlines, located at the top of the page, offers up-to-the-minute news stories from a customizable RSS feed.

**Citation Builder**

Users choose the type of content for which they’re creating a citation—for example, a book or a magazine. The citation will then display in MLA, APA, and Harvard formats.

---

**Teaching with Documents**

Teaching with Documents are lesson plans focusing on one or more primary source images. These feature historical background text, discussion questions, and worksheets.

**Webquests**

Found on *World Book Advanced’s* Educator Tools page, webquests are print-and-go activities designed to help build students’ foundational knowledge by taking them on grade-range-correlated expeditions through World Book Online.
THE WORLD BOOK DIFFERENCE

55,000 expertly written, updated articles you can trust

23% INCREASE in usage in 2019

ARTICLES TRANSLATED INTO OVER 95 LANGUAGES

OVER 65 COUNTRIES SERVED

Practical Uses

BREAKING NEWS

Keep your students updated with current events and breaking news. World Book editors break down the news in the Behind the Headlines feature, and In the Headlines highlights breaking news.

LESSON PLANS

Lesson Plans already developed for you can be found in Educator Tools! There you can also find Teaching with Documents, designed to broaden students’ analysis of primary source images.

GLOBAL ISSUES

Want kids to expand their perspective on world issues? World Newspapers gives students access to periodicals from around the U.S. and all over the world!